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We describe an algorithm which, for f 2 Q[x], determines g and h 2 Q[x] forming
non-trivial decompositions, g – h, so that f j g – h; when such exist.
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1. Introduction
The following theorem linking polynomials, Galois group actions, and subflelds, motivates
our algorithm:
Let f 2 Z[x] be an irreducible polynomial, K=Q a splitting extension for f , ffiig 2 K
be the roots of f , and G = Gal(K=Q) = GalQ(f). Let – denote the degree function and
„µ the minimal polynomial of the algebraic number µ.
Theorem 1.1. The following statements are equivalent:
1. f j g – h for g, h 2 Q[x] with max(–g; –h) < –f .
2. G acts imprimitively on the roots of f .
3. A proper subfleld, Q(fl), exists with Q ‰ Q(fl) ‰ Q(fi) where f(fi) = 0
(and a corresponding proper subgroup, Gfl, G ¾ Gfl ¾ Gfi, flxing Q(fl)).
Note:
a) The condition on the degrees in (1) implies 1 < –g; –h < –f ;
b) if g is reducible, we replace it by „h(fi).
Proof. 1! 2 The sets Bj = ffii : h(fii) = fljg, for flj a root of g, j = 1; : : : ; –g, form a
proper block system invariant under G, hence GalQ(fi)(f) is not maximal in G.
2! 3 By the Galois correspondence there exist flxed flelds Q ‰ Q(fl) ‰ Q(fi).
3! 1 Let fl = h(fi), h 2 Q[x], for some fi, f(fi) = 0, and put g = „fl . Then
1 < –g; –h < –f and g(h(fi)) = 0 hence f j g – h. 2
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If g and h are polynomials over some ring, and f j g –h with max(–g; –h) < –f , we call
the pair (g; h) an ideal decomposition of f . If f = g –h, then (g; h) is called a polynomial
decomposition, motivating our terminology.
Ideal decompositions have received less attention than polynomial decompositions,
perhaps because the problem of flnding ideal decompositions seems less tractable for the
more general decomposition.
The ideal decomposition is more natural than polynomial decomposition from the
perspective of Galois theory as the following example illustrates: Let '5(x) = x4 + x3 +
x2 +x+ 1 denote the cyclotomic polynomial of 5th roots of unity. By direct substitution
it is seen that '5 is polynomial indecomposable but it has an ideal decomposition '5jg –
h; (g; h) = (x2 + x ¡ 1; x3 + x2). The Tschirnhaus transformation y = x ¡ x4 (with
its inverse x = 12 (y
4 + 4y2 + y + 2)) gives a polynomial equivalent to '5(x), namely
Resultantx('5(x); y ¡ (x ¡ x4)) = y4 + 5y2 + 5 which is visibly decomposable, thus we
see that polynomial decomposition is not a Galois invariant property.
We present the method announced in Casperson and McKay (1992) for flnding ideal
decompositions over Q based on an algorithm for flnding a short vector in a lattice.
2. The main algorithm
If GalQ(f) is imprimitive then there are two distinct roots, say fii and fij for which
h(fii) = h(fij). We are free to choose h to within an additive constant and a multiplicative
factor, both of which we may absorb into g. It is convenient to choose the multiplicative
factor so that h 2 Z[x] with content(h) = 1 and choose zero for the additive constant so
that h =
Ps
k=1 hkx
k; hk 2 Z for some s < –f .
We seek the coe–cients hk, 1 • k • s < –f , satisfying
P
k‚1 hk(fi
k
i ¡fikj ) = 0 for some
i; j. This can be investigated by using a short vector program such as that of Schnorr
and Euchner (1991) and numerical approximations for fii; fij . For each pair fii; fij either
an h is found or we need to prove that none exists. A proof of non-existence requires a
height bound on h; such bounds are available for polynomial decompositions since h0 j f 0
in this case, and we can use well-known bounds on polynomial factors Beauzamy (1992)
or Mignotte (1992); but for ideal decompositions we need Dixon’s (1990) solution to the
following problem:
Given irreducible f 2 Z[x], f(fi) = 0, GalQ(f) imprimitive so that Q ‰
Q(fl) ‰ Q(fi), flnd an upper bound, b, on the height, ht(h), such that there
is an h 2 Z[x], ht(h) < b, Q(h(fi)) = Q(fl).
An upper bound on the height enables us to make a complete search for h. Once a
candidate for h is found, g can be determined as „h(fi) by enlarging the set of remainder
polynomials
fhk(x) mod f(x) : k = 0; 1; : : : ; rg;
increasing r, a proper divisor of –f , until linear dependence occurs. Note that computing
g from f and h is exact and independent of the approximations to the roots of f used to
flnd h.
Since GalQ(f) acts transitively because f is irreducible, we need to test only ffi1; fijg,
j = 2; : : : ; –f ¡m+ 2, to flnd h when GalQ(f) has blocks of size m.
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3. Time complexity of the main algorithm
For some predetermined constant M , one can use short vector programs to see if there
is a Z-linear dependence among arbitrary °1; : : : ; °n 2 C of the form
Pn
1•k jk°k = 0
where the jk 2 Z are bounded by M . One can do this in time O
¡
n5(logM)3
¢
. Thus,
given a bound M ‚ ht(h), for each fij 6= fi1 we can test whether there is a linear
dependence
P
k‚1 hk(fi
k
1 ¡ fikj ) = 0 in time O
¡
(–h)5(logM)3
¢
. Checking each possible j,
this gives an overall time complexity of O
¡
(–f)(–h)5(logM)3
¢
, or O
¡
(–f)6(logM)3
¢
.
Now Dixon gives a bound
jhkj • D¡1=21 ¢ n(n¡1)=2 ¢ (max jfij)(n(n¡1)=2+d) ; where n = –f; d = –f=–g, (3.1)
which gives an overall time complexity of O
¡
(–f)12(1 + log max jfij)3¢.
David Boyd has observed that we can often flnd a better estimate for ht(h) by explicit
interpolation using f(x)=f 0(fii)(x¡fii). If we assume for the moment that …i =
Q
fi2Bi fi
has the same degree as fli we can solve for h(x) using
h(x) =
–fX
i=1
f(x)…i
(x¡ fii)f 0(fii) :
This gives
ht(h) • (–f)D1M(f) ht(f)
–fX
i=1
1
jf 0(fii)jmax(1; jfiij) ; (3.2)
where M(f) =
Q
fii
max(1; jfiij) is the Mahler measure of f , and D21D2 is the discriminant
of f with D2 square-free. (Should …i =
Q
fi2Bi fi have too low a degree, we can use
…i =
Q
fij2Bi(r + fij) for some integer r instead. See Dixon (1990).)
As D21D2 =
Qn
i=1 f
0(fii), we can approximate jf 0(fii)j¡1 by
‡
max
1•i•–f
jf 0(fii)j
·–f¡1.
(D21
D2) giving
ht(h) • (–f)2M(f) ht(f)D¡11 D¡12
µ
max
1•i•–f
jf 0(fii)j
¶–f¡1
: (3.3)
This leads to a time complexity estimate similar to that using Dixon’s bound. In prac-
tice, however, we compute a bound using (3.2), which generally gives a much smaller
bound than (3.1). Indeed, it appears that ht(h) • C (ht(f))–f (Dubrowalski, private
communication), which would give a time complexity of O
¡
(–f)9(log ht(f))3
¢
.
Our interest is more in practicability than in complexity results, however a reader
interested in complexity issues would be amiss not to refer to Landau and Miller (1985)
and Yokoyama, Noro and Takeshima (1990). It is hard to extract su–cient information
from these papers to make a direct comparison with our algorithm.
4. Applications
Our initial motivation is to restrict potential Galois groups of given polynomials by
examining their block systems. This is used in Mattman and McKay (to appear).
The blocks can be used to express roots of certain solvable polynomials in terms of
radicals. Let er(Bi) denote the elementary symmetric function of degree r in the roots
of a block Bi. Put Pr(t) =
Q
i (t¡ er(Bi)) where Pr(t) 2 Z[t] by Galois theory. Now the
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roots of Bi are the roots of the polynomial vm ¡ pi1vm¡1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ (¡1)mpim where each
pik is a suitably chosen root of Pk(t), k = 1; : : : ; jBij.
The monic degree 12 polynomial f below is obtained from that given in Ash, Pinch
and Taylor (1991) by substituting 3x+ 6414 for x to reduce the coe–cient size.
Both the original coe–cients and those of our transformed polynomial are too large
to apply our ideal decomposition algorithm directly, but we are able to use the unique
cyclic cubic subfleld with conductor 61 given in the paper. (This g may also be computed
directly from f .) We now have f; g and seek h. The linear factors of g factored over Q(fi)
are of the form x ¡ hi(fi) and each of them gives an ideal decomposition of f as g – hi.
For compactness we print the hi(x) as rational functions.
f = x12 ¡ 34734x11 + 401000259x10 ¡ 1456627492885x9 ¡ 2537142937228035x8
+18762072755679375516x7 ¡ 812368636358864062944x6
¡70132863629758257512231931x5 + 25834472514893102332821062085x4
+76623280610352450247247939584745x3
¡45080885015422662132515763499758450x2
¡2070499552240812214288316981071818900x
¡550505759097778545485364826246753544
g = x3 + x2 ¡ 20x¡ 9
h1 = (1820334318147x6 ¡ 20192867265452499x5 ¡ 18989639381235425013x4
+106047285729805929914694x3 + 8948203923359776567789179x2
¡134227420906913749755775576512x
+74072381165722647205134944368068)
=(206086228727535x5 + 8476550809080253308x4
+7800330421326108477231x3 ¡ 38636255343406668933655143x2
¡33443286137017671119528300976x
+17508768216936517992258335743380)
h2 = ¡(1820334318147x6 ¡ 17573682591139374x5 + 11201205825505539333x4
¡93637914299845061691429x3 ¡ 66012733213302646964503044x2
+522183122039330871101935914114x
¡607251470813754440076767544375816)
=(12627428060599245x5 ¡ 139571251603364857239x4
¡169126974038323336696713x3 + 350542525493655287466322572x2
+124989582796818715502772723081x
¡126877480545743978135300456597622)
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h3 = ¡(1820334318147x6 ¡ 48391610824339569x5 + 307025225943255960390x4
+349352654149698801356070x3 ¡ 768807051184995282363296304x2
+89771582184380227255128432327x
¡124949858053378003982368432801290)
=(4944813425819100x5 ¡ 42111169338261466503x4
¡128137611636875515085766x3 + 117618033014602067267113545x2
+282762232672366226199846938553x
¡281072956319698033800573205609422)
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